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	Rich Internet Applications (RIA), or to put it into its broader scope, the Rich Enterprise Application (REA) paradigm, has become reality and new business applications are primarily built for web and mobile clients and less for the desktop. Through the adoption of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in business application development and interactive web user interfaces, the development of traditional web applications in which the application represents the complete business solution has come to an end. The modern web application is a component-based user interface that accesses remote and local services for the business logic. But still, business application users measure web applications by the interactivity and responsiveness of desktop applications. Developers are therefore tasked with creating REA applications that have all the benefits of reusability that come with an SOA application, while still creating a user interface experience that matches that of desktop applications. This challenge, coupled with the vast array of technologies available to build dynamic and rich web user interfaces, makes it difficult for developers to easily choose the tool and technology that meets their requirement and that makes them productive immediately.


	Master Oracle Fusion Middleware


	Successfully design rich enterprise web applications using the detailed information in this Oracle Press volume. Oracle Fusion Developer Guide goes beyond the predominant drag-and-drop methods in Oracle JDeveloper 11g and provides a wealth of examples that address common development scenarios when using Oracle Fusion Middleware. Work with Oracle JDeveloper 11g, define navigation rules, accept and validate user input, build page layouts and skins, and incorporate drag-and-drop functionality into web applications. This authoritative resource also explains how to secure and internationalize your applications.

	
		Understand the Oracle Application Development Framework and Oracle ADF Faces Rich Client lifestyle 
	
		Construct Oracle ADF data controls, task flows, and dynamic regions 
	
		Graphically represent information with Oracle ADF Faces DVT components 
	
		Modularize applications using Oracle ADF libraries, Oracle ADF task flows, and other reusable components 
	
		Define dynamic navigation rules in Oracle Fusion Middleware web applications 
	
		Leverage Web 2.0 features using Oracle ADF Faces Rich Client components 
	
		Control user access with Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle ADF security



	For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit www.OraclePressBooks.com
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New Developments in Categorical Data Analysis for the Social & Behavioral ScienceLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Almost all research in the social and behavioral sciences, and also in economic and marketing research, criminological research, and social medical research deals with the analysis of categorical data. Categorical data are quantified as either nominal or ordinal variables. This volume is a collection of up-to-date studies on modern categorical data...
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Web Publishing with PHP and FileMaker 9Sams Publishing, 2007
Whether you are a FileMaker developer who is new to web publishing, a web developer who is new to FileMaker, or a complete beginner looking to put your data online, this book is for you.



In Part I, you learn the basics of how...
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C++ Neural Networks and Fuzzy LogicM & T Books, 1995
The number of models available in neural network literature is quite large.  Very often the treatment is mathematical and complex. This book provides  illustrative examples in C++ that the reader can use as a basis for further  experimentation. A key to learning about neural networks to appreciate their  inner workings is to experiment. Neural...
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XQuery from the Experts: A Guide to the W3C XML Query LanguageAddison Wesley, 2003
"The individual perspectives on the concepts behind the XQuery  language offered by XQuery from the Experts will be of great value to those who  are seeking to understand the implications, opportunities, and challenges of  XQuery as they design future information systems based on XML."
—Michael  Champion,...
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Advanced Animation and Rendering TechniquesAddison Wesley, 1992
Dealing with state-of-the-art techniques in rendering and animation, this text provides a unique synthesis of advanced techniques not previously available in one coherent source.

Features
	contains a wealth of practical implementation detail includes practical algorithms backed up by details of their...
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Dreamweaver CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
What’s in a name? In the case of Adobe’s Dreamweaver, you find one of the most appropriate product names around. Web page design is a blend of art and craft; whether you’re a deadline-driven professional or a vision-filled amateur, Dreamweaver provides an intuitive way to make your Web visions a reality. Dreamweaver implies...
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